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ABSTRACT 

Seismic analyses of nuclear structures are often performed using frequency domain soil structure 

interaction (SSI) analyses using programs such as SASSI.  Analysis of pile foundations can be 

challenging because of the computational expense of modeling the foundations and the inability to model 

the nonlinear p-y behavior of piles within an elastic analysis.  Analyses of nuclear structures on pile 

foundations have considered various simplified modeling methods to account for the seismic behavior.  

This study examines five methods of analysis of pile foundations: neglecting the horizontal pile stiffness, 

modeling piles using SASSI beam elements with inter-pile elements, modeling piles using beam elements 

in soil, modeling piles using a limited effective depth of pile, and modeling piles using calibrated springs.  

Pile cases are considered with and without calibration to field tested p-y values. 

The analyses were performed for two different structures each with a different foundation and pile 

arrangement.  The results demonstrate that if the base slab (or pile cap) can be shown to be adhered to the 

soil surface through adequate friction capacity, horizontal modeling of the pile stiffness is not required.

However, if the base slab may be separated from the soil below and the horizontal loads are transferred 

through the piles, then the pile-to-soil flexibility is significant and must be modeled.  In this case, the piles 

can be efficiently modeled using horizontal springs accounting for pile-to-soil flexibility. This simplified 

approach uses far fewer interaction nodes than is required for full modeling of piles, and results in 

minimal difference in the calculated in-structure response spectra. 

INTRODUCTION 

Seismic analyses of nuclear structures are often performed using linear-elastic, frequency domain soil 

structure interaction (SSI) analyses using programs such as SASSI.  Analysis of pile foundations can be 

challenging because of the computational expense of modeling which is related to the number of 

subsurface “interaction” nodes included in the model.  Modeling of embedded foundation elements, such 

as piles, greatly increases the number of interaction nodes and therefore computational expense.  In 

addition, under strong seismic motions, pile foundations can experience nonlinear p-y behavior which is 

not directly captured by SASSI programs.  Analyses of nuclear structures on pile foundations have 

considered various simplified modeling methods to account for the seismic behavior.  This study 

examines five methods of analysis of pile foundations: 1) neglecting the horizontal pile stiffness, 2) 

modeling piles using SASSI beam elements with inter-pile elements, 3) modeling piles using beam 

elements in soil, 4) modeling piles using a limited effective depth of pile, and 5) modeling piles using 

only calibrated horizontal and vertical springs.  Pile cases are considered with and without calibration to 

field tested p-y values. This paper presents a comparison study of in-structure response spectra for two 

pile supported structures.  Building A: a cylindrical structure; and Building B: a rectangular shear wall 

building.  Each building was analyzed considering the five methods of pile modeling to identify an 

efficient modeling approach.
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STRUCTURE MODELS 

 

We modeled both structures as quarter models with rigid base slabs at the respective bottom of slab 

elevation and stick models representing the structures.  We modeled appropriate symmetry and anti-

symmetry planes depending on the direction of analysis.  Figure 1 shows representative models with the 

location of piles for each structure, but variations in pile modeling consider inter-pile elements and 

springs as described below.   

 

Building A represents a reactor containment building and the model includes an outer containment 

structure and inner structures.  The containment structure is a prestressed concrete cylinder structure with 

an interior steel liner and concrete dome.  The cylinder has an inside radius of 65 ft, wall thickness of 3.5 

ft and is 126 ft tall from base slab to springline.  The containment stick model in Figure 1 represents mass 

distributed along the height up to 190 ft above the bottom of slab.  The inner structure shares a common 

base slab with the containment structure and has major structural elements consisting of a cylindrical 

crane wall and a primary shield wall.  These two walls are structurally connected by an operating deck.  

The 10 ft thick circular base slab is embedded and supported on 12 in. diameter concrete filled steel pipe 

piles spaced at about 4 ft on center.  The Building A quarter model has a weight of 99,100 kips.  The first 

fundamental frequencies are approximately 4.5 Hz horizontal and 12.6 Hz vertical for the containment 

structure, and 1.1 Hz horizontal and 31 Hz vertical for the inner core.   

 

Building B is a low rise shear wall structure with plan dimensions of 233 ft x 76 ft supported on 12 in. 

diameter concrete filled steel pipe piles spaced at approximately 7 ft on center under a 4 ft thick base slab.  

Modeled slab dimensions extend only to the centerline of piles, since the slab extents beyond the piles is 

not significant to the response.  The structure extends 37 ft above the top of the 4 ft thick base slab and 

has one intermediate floor 20 ft above the top of base slab.  Building B quarter model has a weight of 

40,390 kips.  The first fundamental frequencies are approximately 15 Hz in the North-South direction, 19 

Hz in the East-West direction and 40 Hz in the vertical direction. 

 

The site consists of a granular soil material to a depth of 56 ft below grade underlain by a stiff clay layer.  

Piles were installed to prevent settlement and designed to provide friction resistance within the clay layer.  

Strain compatible shear wave velocities of the granular layer range from 745 ft/sec to 975 ft/sec, 

compression wave velocities range from 3797 ft/sec to 4968 ft/sec, and soil damping is around 6%.  Shear 

and compression wave velocities of the clay layer are approximately 3,000 ft/sec and 6450 ft/sec 

respectively, and damping is 1.5%.  We applied an input seismic ground motion time history with peak 

acceleration of 0.47 g horizontally at the ground surface. 
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Figure 1. Building A Reactor Building Model (Left) and Building B Adjacent Building (Right) 

 

ANALYSIS CASES 

 

Horizontal seismic analyses were performed considering the following five modeling methods: 

· Case 1: Neglected piles, base slab directly connected to soil. 

· Case 1b: Neglected horizontal pile stiffness, base slab directly connected horizontally to soil at 

pile locations, vertical pile stiffness represented using springs from base slab to effective pile 

depth. 

· Case 2: Piles modeled as SASSI beam elements attached to inter-pile elements.  

· Case 3: Piles modeled as beam elements rigidly attached to soil at pile locations.  

· Case 4: Piles modeled as beams attached to soil with following spring parameters:  

o Horizontal springs along pile depth to calculated “active pile length” with stiffness 

calibrated so that an effective demand/strain equal to 70% of the peak demand/strain is 

used to calculate stiffness/damping based on the site pile test p-y curve as described 

below. 

o Pile beam elements are truncated at “active pile length”. 

o Varying pile horizontal spring damping with depth calculated considering different 

damping at each pile-to-soil spring along the depth based on the strain at each spring, as 

described below. 

o Vertical axial-only springs connect pile from “active pile length” to modeled pile depth 

with 5% damping. 

· Case 5: Base slab connected to soil through horizontal springs at only the slab elevation (top of 

pile) with stiffness and damping calibrated to site pile test p-y curve similar to Case 4.  This case 

differs from Case 4 in that the piles are not explicitly modeled with beams.  Vertical axial-only 

springs connect pile from slab to modeled pile depth with 5% damping. 

Due to the modelling approaches selected, Cases 1, 2, and 3 transfer vertical loads to the soil beginning 

immediately under the slab while Cases 1b, 4, and 5 provide vertical resistance at the clay layer and are 

not connected vertically within the granular layers.   
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ACTIVE PILE LENGTH 

 

According to Gazetas (1991), the response of laterally loaded piles is independent of their total length, in 

most practical situations.  Only the uppermost part of the pile, length lc, experiences appreciable 

displacements.  It is along this “active” length that the imposed load is transmitted to the supporting soil.  

The active length is typically on the order of 5 to 10 pile diameters.  For a given soil profile, lc is a 

function of the pile with respect to the soil.  For three characteristic soil profiles, Gazetas presents simple 

algebraic expressions for estimating lc of a circular solid pile with diameter d and Young’s modulus Ep.  

For each profile, the only soil parameter that affects lc is the referenced Young’s modulus, Es, at a depth 

z = d. 

 

Based on the equations for active pile length per Gazetas (1991), we calculated the active pile length as 

either 5.5 ft, 6.1 ft, or 7 ft if either linear, parabolic, or constant soil modulus with depth is assumed.  

Since this study has an approximately constant soil modulus with depth within the pile depth, the 

respective Gazetas active pile length is 7 ft. 

 

 
Figure 2. Calculation of Active Pile Length per Gazetas (1991) 

 

We compared this calculated value with an active pile length determined from SSI analysis.  We analyzed 

a single pile model from Case 4 with pile-to-soil p-y springs at each layer for a static applied load at the 

top of pile.  We determined the pile horizontal displacement decreases to 2% of maximum displacement 

at 13.4 ft depth.  The pile shear decreases to 1% of maximum at 20 ft depth.  Therefore, for Case 4 we 

consider modeling the piles in Building A and Building B to a depth of 20 ft below the bottom of base 

slab.  This result may be mesh dependent and should therefore be confirmed for models with different soil 

properties and layer meshing. 

 

PILE-TO-SOIL P-Y CALIBRATION 

 

Piles were laterally tested at the actual plant site prior to construction of the facility.  The test case 

consisted of two piles connected by a pile cap which included the important characteristics of interaction 

of adjacent piles.  Both buildings contain piles spaced close enough that piles may interact with adjacent 

piles.  The pile cap was three foot thick and was representative of a base slab confinement of the pile soil 

interface, restricting local nonlinear soil failures.  The test case included four piles installed to a depth of 

66 ft below grade.  Two piles were jacked against two opposite piles, and load versus deflection was 

recorded.   

 

We modeled the pile test case in SASSI and compared the responses to the pile tests in order to calibrate a 

pile-to-soil spring to achieve the same response.  We calibrated pile-to-soil p-y springs so that an effective 

demand/strain equal to 70% of the peak demand/strain is used to calculate stiffness/damping based on the 

site pile test force-deflection response.  We performed this by modeling the test piles as shown in Figure 

3.  The left side of Figure 3 shows piles consisting of beam elements connected to soil with spring 

elements at each node except at the bottom pile nodes that connect directly to site soil as interaction 

nodes.  We calculated spring stiffness variation with depth using the method described by the American 
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Petroleum Institute (2005) for sand.  The lateral soil resistance-deflection (p-y) relationships for sand are 

non-linear and are approximated at each depth, H, by the following expression: 

 

        (Eq. 1) 

Where: 

 P = applied load 

 A = factor to account for cyclic or static loading condition.  Evaluated by: A = 0.9 for cyclic 

loading.   for static loading. 

 pu = ultimate bearing capacity at depth H 

 k = initial modulus of subgrade reaction 

 y = lateral deflection 

 H = depth 

 D = pile diameter 

 

In order to calibrate the pile-to-soil spring stiffnesses with depth for the Building A and B models, we 

performed an iterative analysis in conjunction with the pile test models shown in Figure 3.  We calculate 

an initial set of pile-to-soil p-y springs based on Equation 1 and perform SSI analysis in SASSI.  Then we 

followed these steps (example for Building A): 

1. Calculate the average pile reaction force at pile-to-soil springs from the full model = F 

2. Calculate 70% of this peak pile force = 0.70F.  Rg = 0.70 is the ratio of the effective shear strain to 

the maximum shear strain for a magnitude M = 8 earthquake as given by the following equation 

from Kramer (1996): 

 

3. Reference the pile test p-y curve and read the pile displacement, d, at a force of 0.70F 

4. Analyze the pile test model (Figure 3, left) with pile-to-soil springs based on Equation 1 and an 

applied harmonic load of Px = 0.70F, and calculate displacement, dm, at the pile top 

5. Compare dm to d and iterate on the pile-to-soil spring stiffness calculated with the pile test model 

until d = dm 

6. Replace the pile-to-soil springs in the model with the iterated spring stiffness values calculated in 

the previous step 

7. Analyze the model with the new pile-to-soil spring stiffness and calculate the average pile 

reaction force at the springs.  Check that this matches F.  If not, start at step 2 again. 

 

A similar iterative approach was used to calculate the effective pile-to-soil spring damping based on 

spring displacement relationships to damping. 
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Figure 3. Pile Test Models 

 

EFFECTS OF PILE MODELING APPROACH 

 

We found the following effects of pile modeling in this study: 

· Truncation of the pile modeling to the active length of 20 ft resulted in identical spectra for Case 

1b (full length piles) and Case 3 (truncated piles) (not shown) indicating that this truncation is 

acceptable.  Case 3 is therefore used to compare spectra representing either Case 1b or Case 3.  

· Modeling of the vertical stiffness of piles is significant as demonstrated by comparisons of Case 1 

(no vertical pile stiffness) and Case 3 or Case 1b (including vertical pile stiffness) (Figure 4, 

Left).  Modeling of the flexibility of the pile-to-soil interface significantly altered the frequency 

and amplitude of the SSI response as shown in comparisons of Case 3 (piles attached to soil) and 

Case 4 (pile-to-soil flexibility included) (Figure 4, Right). 

· Response by modeling the base slab connected to soil through horizontal springs at only the slab 

elevation with stiffness and damping calibrated to site pile test p-y curve (Case 5) resulted in 

similar response to the case of explicitly modeling the piles as beams connected to the soil with p-

y curves (Case 4) (Figure 5, Left).  This method significantly reduced SSI computational effort 

over alternate approaches.   

· Calculation of the pile-to-soil spring damping for the simplified model was performed by 

calibration to a baseline case with springs along the length of the piles.  Variation of damping 

with depth is significant to the response.  A two-step analysis can be used to reduce model size 

and consider only calibrated surface springs.  This simplification reduces computational demands 

for large models.  For smaller models, we recommend modeling the upper extents of piles to 

avoid the added calibration effort. 

· Use of inter-pile elements did not result in significant difference in response than when beams are 

modeled directly connected to the site at interaction nodes or through pile-to-soil springs as 

shown when comparing results of Case 2 (with inter-pile elements) and Case 3 (no inter-pile 

elements) (Figure 5, Right).   

· The overall response is sensitive to pile-to-soil spring stiffness.  Reducing the pile-soil horizontal 

springs by a factor of two reduced the spectra and shifted the frequency at the peak of the spectra 

down by about 25%.   
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Figure 4. Horizontal Response Spectra Comparison for Building A Top of Containment for Cases 1 and 3 

(Left) and Top of Building B for Cases 3 and 4 (Right) 

 

              
Figure 5. Horizontal Response Spectra Comparison for Top of Building B for Cases 4 and 5 (Left) and 

Building A Top of Inner Core for Cases 2 and 3 (Right) 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

 

Based on the work performed for this study, the authors draw the following conclusions: 

· Use of inter-pile elements does not result in a significant difference in response for the conditions 

considered in this study. 

· If the base slab can be considered attached to the soil, modeling of horizontal pile stiffness was 

not significant for the piles and pile spacing considered in this study and the analysis can be run 

efficiently neglecting horizontal pile stiffness. 

· Modeling of the vertical stiffness of piles is significant. 

· Flexibility of the pile-to-soil interface can significantly alter the frequency and amplitude of the 

SSI response where the base slab is not adhered to the soil. 

· It is possible to represent the pile-to-soil response through horizontal and vertical springs at only 

the base slab elevation and match the response of explicitly modeling piles connected to soil with 

pile-to-soil springs.  This approach provides a very good match to more complicated modeling 

methods at a significantly reduced computational cost.  Note that horizontal pile-to-soil spring 

damping values are calibrated so that amplification of the response matches that of a multiple- 

springs-per-pile model.  Therefore, to determine appropriate spring damping values for a single-

spring-per-pile model, a baseline case with multiple springs per pile must be modeled for 

calibration. 
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